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Welcome to the June edition of Event Horizon. It’s been a bit of a mixed bag weather-wise so far. But with Jupiter at opposition on 11 June,
eyes have been directed at the giant gas planet and it’s changing red spot. So Jupiter news and photos are the main focus this month.
In the News: Jupiter’s Great Red Spot
Dark Matters: Starlink satellites and the issues
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Clear Skies –
Julie Lancaster
(This is a newsletter for members: astrophotography, travel, projects, items for sale, etc. are all welcome. Send me your photos with the story and I can build your item for publication.)

ABOUT SAS
The SAS was formed in 1986 to promote Amateur Astronomy. The
Society actively encourages Observational Astronomy, Astrophotography,
Telescope and Observatory Construction. Many of our members
specialize in one or more forms of observing and have indeed become
very proficient. Our members have contributed data for lunar & planetary
observations, comet observations, variable star observations and
supernova searching. Some members enjoy building telescopes,
including the optics, observatories and ALL our members have at some
time or other enjoyed a good Astro Camp!
Monthly Meetings - Currently, the Society will be meeting once a month
at Oxenford Pony Club, Charlies Crossing Park, Upper Coomera. Anyone
interested is invited to attend a meeting to see what we do, or to join.
Please contact us for further information. All members and visitors are
invited to contribute items of interest at these meetings. The SAS
Calendar is available on the website.
Membership - The membership fee is $35 annually. Membership cards
are valid for 12 months from the date of payment. Financial members
enjoy the facilities of the SAS website, SAS Library and telescope hire.
SAS Website The SAS Website is a great way to access information
about the upcoming meetings, SAS newsletters, ‘Event Horizon’ (past
and current), SAS outreach, SAS Library information & book lists, Links &
Resources, membership information (fees etc.) and contacts as well as
much more. http://www.sas.org.au/
Library - The SAS library has a good selection of books available as well
some digital media. Members may borrow items for a period of 2 months.
The book list is available as a pdf on the SAS website’s Library Tab.
Telescope hire - There are a number of telescopes available at a
nominal fee for members to hire. Hire fees include a returnable deposit.
SAS Facebook Group - This is a great place to catch up on the latest
astronomy and space news and to share your photos and ideas to the
wider community as well as advertise items for sale.
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Field Nights - These observing nights are held occasionally (weather
permitting), giving members and visitors the opportunity to view the night
sky through telescopes.
Newsletter - 'Event Horizon' is published each month and is available
prior to the meeting dates. The newsletter is emailed out via the SAS
Mailing list (blind copy). All members are encouraged to contribute articles
along with their astrophotography. Please contact us if you would like to
be on the email list. The newsletter is also available on the SAS website
and is posted to the SAS Facebook Page.

Laser Pointers - If members own laser pointers which they use for
astronomy, please see the SAS Secretary. Hand held laser pointers with
an output of greater than 1 milliwatt are restricted items and classed as
weapons. Laser pointers up to 20 milliwatts are permitted for use by
members of ‘recognized astronomical organisations’.
**PLEASE NOTE, SAS TAKES NO
MEMBERS MISUSING LASER POINTERS

RESPONSIBILITY

FOR

Links for both Qld and NSW legislation in relation to laser pointers are
listed here as well as on the website.

Presidential Musings
Hello to all SAS members and hi to those who I am yet to meet in person.
I hope you and your loved ones are all well.
Well, it is just a few days until we test drive our new club house at Upper Coomera! I am looking forward to a
huge roll-up to christen our modern long-term venue. The move was completed on 2 June, thanks to those who
were able lend a hand.

I had the opportunity to assist the Scenic Rim Astronomical Associations’ Star Party with Solar and Night observing on Saturday,
June 1. The weather didn’t play fair, though the event was fantastic. I know a couple of our members got out there to enjoy the
stalls, talks and demonstrations. I really encourage everyone to get there next year as the SRAA have grand plans for the future
of their Star Party and I highly commend their efforts in bringing the joy of Astronomical and related sciences to the community.
I will sum up by asking our members to show up in droves this Saturday to enjoy our new venue. We as a committee and me as
president are looking forward to making our meetings more dynamic than they already are. Enough from me, see you all this
Saturday. And as I always say....
Get your gear out and point it up!

Brendan Junge (President)

GENERAL MEETING TIMES
Saturday, 15th June @ 7:30pm
Saturday, 20th July @ 7:30pm
Saturday, 17th August @ 7:30pm
Leyburn weekends:
5th July to 7th July 2019
2nd August to 4th August 2019
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In the News ~ Jupiter’s Great Red Spot
Great Red Spot coming undone - Astronomy.com
The Great Red Spot (GRS) is the solar system’s largest known storm, an Earth-sized anticyclone boasting wind speeds approaching 400 kilometres per hour
that has raged in the atmosphere of Jupiter for at least two centuries. But recent observations from Earth and space suggest that this iconic Jovian feature is
undergoing enormous changes that could herald its demise. With Jupiter currently at its closest to Earth for 2019, there’s no better time to look for these
dramatic changes yourself.
History of observation
While it’s possible that the GRS is the same storm discovered by Italian astronomer Giovanni Cassini in 1665, the first definite observations of the Great Red
Spot date back to drawings made by German astronomer Samuel Heinrich Schwabe in 1831. The storm’s striking colour in 1878 led American astronomer
Carr W. Pritchett to coin the name we use today, and the feature has been observed continuously since.
What is the GRS?
The Great Red Spot is an anticyclone weather feature that rotates counter-clockwise with a period of about six Earth days. Other Jovian cloud layers
intermittently cover it leading to changes in colour, but generally, the GRS cloud tops are colder and extend 8 kilometres above their surroundings. The
storm’s longevity is partly because Jupiter has no land masses or solid surface to cause it to lose energy due to friction.
Changing size
In the glory days of the Great Red Spot in the 19th century, the feature was a
large oval some 48,000 kilometres (30,000 miles) long, but it was only half that
length by the time the Voyager spacecraft visited Jupiter 40 years ago. The
storm has become more rounded in recent years, but its decline continues; it’s
presently under 16,000 kilometres long.
Why is the GRS red?
The reason for the storm’s signature hue is unknown, but theories suggest that
compounds of phosphorus and sulphur or the Sun’s ultraviolet light acting on
ammonium hydrosulphide and acetylene in Jupiter’s outer atmosphere could
create organic compounds called tholins that would account for the red colour.
What’s now happening to the GRS?
The Great Red Spot lies south of Jupiter’s South Equatorial Belt (SEB),
constrained to a latitude close to 22 degrees south of the planet’s equator by
easterly jet streams to the north and a westerly jet to the south. Recently,
observers have witnessed interactions with Jupiter’s SEB that appear to be
peeling material from the GRS on a roughly weekly basis. These filaments, some
of which are 10,000 kilometres long or more, form a temporary bridge between
the GRS and the SEB.
Image credit: Anthony Wesley, AN graphic: Ade Ashford.
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In the News ~ Jupiter’s Great Red Spot cont.
Recent pictures captured by two renowned amateur astro-imagers, Anthony Wesley in Australia and Christopher Go in the Philippines, reveal that
the Great Red Spot now sports a curved dark bridge between Jupiter’s South Equatorial Belt and the Great Red Spot. But these events have not just been seen
from Earth. NASA’s Juno spacecraft currently orbiting Jupiter hopes to take a closer look at the GRS when it passes over the feature in late July 2019, but mission
scientists have witnessed structures described as flakes or blades detaching
from the GRS with increasing frequency since 2017.
Jupiter’s Great Red Spot almost circled the planet twice in the 19.6 hours
separating these two images captured by Christopher Go in the Philippines.
Compare GRS developments in these images with that of Anthony Wesley’s
four to five Earth days earlier . The black dot to the upper right of the GRS in
the 1 June image is Galilean moon Io’s shadow .
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Dark Matters ~ Starlink Impact
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CNET by Eric Mack - 6 June, 2019

SpaceX Starlink satellites have astronomers amplifying the cosmic alarm.

Elon Musk's plan to bring broadband to rural parts of the globe could come with unintended side effects, the
scientists say.
The world's largest organization of professional astronomers is sounding the galactic alarm over Elon Musk's
plan to send a swarm of SpaceX satellites into low-Earth orbit.
Almost immediately after a Falcon 9 rocket released the first batch of the company's Starlink broadband
internet satellites last month, stargazers were dismayed by just how bright and noticeable the train of orbiting A frame from a live video feed shows a SpaceX Falcon 9
routers is in the night sky. Now the concern has moved from chatter on social media to a more formal call for rocket delivering a stack of Starlink satellites into orbit.
new government regulation from the International Astronomical Union.
These 60 satellites are the first wave in a planned array
designed to deliver global internet service. But

In a statement Monday, the IAU said large satellite constellations like Starlink could have unforeseen
astronomers are raising concerns that the project might
have unintended consequences for science and
consequences for advancing our understanding of the universe and the protection of nocturnal wildlife. "We
humankind's view of the night sky. Credit-Space X
do not yet understand the impact of thousands of these visible satellites scattered across the night sky and
despite their good intentions, these satellite constellations may threaten both," the statement reads.
The IAU shared the above image, which shows bars of light from Starlink satellite trails in the field of view captured by Arizona's Lowell Observatory. The trails
obscure the view of galaxy group NGC 5353/4.
"Although this image serves as an illustration of the impact of reflections from satellite constellations, please note that the density of these satellites is significantly
higher in the days after launch," the organization explained.
A SpaceX spokesperson added via email that "the observability of the Starlink satellites is dramatically reduced as they raise orbit to greater distance and orient
themselves with the phased array antennas toward Earth and their solar arrays behind the body
of the satellite."
Nonetheless, should SpaceX deploy all the Starlink satellites it is permitted for, it would more
than double the amount of satellites currently orbiting Earth, with some being granted
permission to orbit at even lower orbits than originally conceived.
The IAU, which represents over 13,000 astronomers, called for satellite constellation operators
and astronomers to work together more closely and urged "appropriate agencies to devise a
regulatory framework to mitigate or eliminate the detrimental impacts on scientific exploration as
soon as practical."
For its part, SpaceX has already been coordinating with the US National Science Foundation,
which oversees the National Radio Astronomy Observatory.
"After working closely with SpaceX, NSF has finalized a coordination agreement to ensure the
company's Starlink satellite network plans will meet international radio astronomy protection
standards, limiting interference in this radio astronomy band," the NSF said in a statement
Tuesday.
Elon Musk also hinted at a possible long-term solution on Twitter: "We need to move telescopes (sic) to orbit anyway."
There are already 4900 satellites in orbit, which people notice ~0% of the time. Starlink won’t be seen by anyone unless looking very carefully & will have ~0%
impact on advancements in astronomy. We need to move telelscopes to orbit anyway. Atmospheric attenuation is terrible. pic.twitter.com/OuWYfNmw0D
— Elon Musk (@elonmusk) May 27, 2019
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Oxenford Pony Club, Charlies Crossing Rd, Upper Coomera
North bound: Take Exit 60 (Movie World exit), follow Michigan Drive
to the intersection with Tamborine Oxenford Rd. Continue to the
Cenotaph and turn left into Charlies Crossing Rd to Charlies
Crossing Park.

South bound: Take Exit 57 to connect with Tamborine
Oxenford Rd. Continue to the Cenotaph and turn into
Charlies Crossing Rd as above.
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https://www.qldastrofest.org.au/
The Queensland Astrofest 2019 will be held once again Lions Camp Duckadang near Linville, between Friday, 26th July and Sunday, 4th August 2019.
The Astrofeast at lunchtime, which includes the Astrofest Raffle, is a highlight of the final day.
Other activities include:
Guest speakers,

Astro Quiz
Erwin van der Velden astro-photo competition
Vendor sales and swap meet.
Check the link above for more information.

Queensland Astrofest 2018 group photo on the final day - there are a number of SAS members in the group

Send your name to Mars -

▲

Mars 2020 (follow the link here)

NASA's Mars 2020 Rover is heading to the red planet. Submit your name by Sept. 30, 2019, and fly along!

Mission Facts

Launch Window July 17 - Aug. 5, 2020
Launch Location Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida
Landing Feb. 18, 2021
Landing Site Jezero Crater, Mars
Mission Duration At least one Mars year (about 687 Earth days)
The Mars 2020 rover mission is part of NASA's Mars Exploration Program,
a long-term effort of robotic exploration of the Red Planet. The Mars 2020
mission addresses high-priority science goals for Mars exploration,
including key questions about the potential for life on Mars. The mission
takes the next step by not only seeking signs of habitable conditions on
Mars in the ancient past, but also searching for signs of past microbial life
itself. The Mars 2020 rover introduces a drill that can collect core samples
of the most promising rocks and soils and set them aside in a "cache" on
the surface of Mars. The mission also provides opportunities to gather
knowledge and demonstrate technologies that address the challenges of
future human expeditions to Mars. These include testing a method for
producing oxygen from the Martian atmosphere, identifying other
resources (such as subsurface water), improving landing techniques, and
characterizing weather, dust, and other potential environmental
conditions that could affect future astronauts living and working on
Mars.
The mission is timed for a launch opportunity in July/August 2020
when Earth and Mars are in good positions relative to each other
for landing on Mars. That is, it takes less power to travel to Mars at
this time, compared to other times when Earth and Mars are in
different positions in their orbits. To keep mission costs and risks
as low as possible, the Mars 2020 design is based on NASA's
successful Mars Science Laboratory mission architecture, including
its Curiosity rover and proven landing system.

SAS is signed up!
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Images have been shared on the SAS Facebook Group page and can be accessed there, if you have a
Facebook account. To date, there are around 650 people enjoying the page. You’ll find upcoming
events, items of interest and plenty of helpful advice from our members. Join the page: share your
ideas and wonderful astrophotography. If you have astronomy/photography gear to sell, feel free to
place your ad on the page.

Chandra X-ray Observatory
28 May ·
News: Neutron stars form when
a massive star explodes as a
supernova and the core of the
star collapses onto itself. These
blasts aren't always symmetric.
Recoil can fling stars from their
galaxies, sometimes forcing
companion stars to leave too!
About the Discovery:
https://s.si.edu/expelledstars

APOD: Stars, Dust, and Gas Near NGC 3572 (2019 May 28)
Image Credit & Copyright: Andrew Campbell
https://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap190528.html
Explanation: Star formation can be colourful. This chromatic cosmic portrait features glowing gas
and dark dust near some recently formed stars of NGC 3572, a little-studied star cluster near the
Carina Nebula. Stars from NGC 3572 are visible near the bottom of the image, while the expansive
gas cloud above is likely what remains of their formation nebula. The image's striking hues were
created by featuring specific colors emitted by hydrogen, oxygen, and sulfur, and blending them
with images recorded through broadband filters in red, green, and blue. This nebula near NGC
3572 spans about 100 light years and lies about 9,000 light years away toward the Southern
constellation of the Ship's Keel (Carina). Within a few million years the pictured gas will likely
disperse, while gravitational encounters will likely disperse the cluster stars over about a billion
years.
ttps://www.facebook.com/AndysAstropix/

From Brian Holbrook

Astronomy/Astrophotography complete rig
for sale.
Bri.holbrook@googlemail.com
0437 000 409

I would love to sell it as a full package but
happy to discuss individual sales but I’m
more likely I’m to bargain if you take the
lot �
I’ll bring it all along to the next meeting in
case there is interest.
List as follows (all cables that come with
the equipment are included):
Explore Scientific ED80 APO with Original Hardcase,
1.25 Diagonal and Bahtinov mask
Orion field flattener

$800

HEQ5 Pro complete with Rowan Astronomy belt conversion (still
have the old drive components just in case you were mad and
wanted to refit them!!), handset, tripod and weights. Made a few
small (non-destructive) modifications to the knobs and tripod to aid
use, see pics for details.

$1200

ZWO ASI034 Colour Camera

$100

Meade Finderscopes (2)

$60 each

Eyepieces (25mm Plossl and 9mm Kellner)

$20 pair

2 x Barlow

$20

1.25 Orion Illuminated Reticule Eyepiece

$40

7ah Batteries (2)

$35 each

Nikon T-Ring

$10

8” Dovetail Bar (2)

$10 each

Toolbox with foam etc for mount and lots of other bits

$40

$150

Check out the SAS Facebook page for more images of the gear
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From Bob Clark—see Bob at the SAS
meeting on 15th June or contact via the
SAS Facebook page.

Red Dot Finders, working with new batteries; 12v
Camp Hair Dryer for Dew Control.
Celestron Camera Piggyback Mount for 8" & 10"tubes
Meade OAGuider .
Celestron 90 degree 1 1/4" Diagonal.
Meade 1/3 Mp LPI (Lunar Planetary Imager)
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Here’s something to test your astronomy knowledge or, at least, test your research skills. These TEN
questions will be posed to the attending members and guests at the next SAS meeting.
1st Rule: first correct answer wins. 2nd Rule: have fun. The prizes: mini treats - Mars Bars and Milky Way Bars.

JUNE QUIZ
1

a. Where is the great red spot? b. How old is it?

2

Name the satellites released by Space X.

MAY QUIZ - answers
In which constellation would you find Arcturus?

BOOTES

What is the Terminator? the line marking the boundary between day &
night sides of a planet or moon
Dione is a satellite of which planet?

SATURN

3

Name the planets that have rings.

4

True or false: the Sun will eventually expand and consume the
inner planets, including Earth.

The Doppler Effect describes what? a change in the frequency of sound,
light, or other waves as the source and observer move towards (or away
from) each other.

5

True or false: The Moon has no atmosphere.

What does it mean when a celestial object is ‘at opposition’? When an
object (planet) is at its closet to Earth and therefore easier to view.

6

As of 2019, how many humans have set foot on the Moon?

Name the odd one out:
Andromeda, Sombrero, Orion nebula, Whirlpool. ORION NEBULA

7

Uranus is an ice giant – name another.

8

The temperature recorded on Mercury’s day side is—
a). 427 degrees C or b). 1.1million degrees C

True or False: A solar eclipse always occurs at Full Moon. FALSE

9

Mars thin atmosphere is comprised mainly of what?

True or False: The Red Shift was the Soviet plan to move their main
telescopes from European Russia to Siberia. FALSE

Which planet is nearest to Earth? Venus – 38 million km at its closest
(minimum distance for Mars = 54.6 million km)

10 Which celestial body has water that could contain life?

True or False:
Russia’s Luna 2 was the first vehicle to land on the Moon. TRUE

Members’ Gallery
Dylan O’Donnell ~ 11 June 2019
Jupiter at Opposition today with some really funky equator activity and various storms visible throughout including the sort-of-pretty-good red spot.
This is about as much detail as I can squeeze out of my Celestron 9.25" Edge HD Telescope + Powermate 2.5x + ZWO 174mm.
Taking planet photos is a lot of fun though and sorta makes me want to buy a bigger scope!
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Mike Geisel ~ 11 June 2019
Lobster Nebulae (AKA War and Peace Nebulae)
Narrow Band all subs 5x 5 minutes
red Hydrogen alpha, green Hydrogen beta, Blue Oxygen 111Sky Watcher Esprit APO 80 EQ8
mount
ZWO ASI 1600 mm-c pro
Hyginis and Trenecker Rilles in Mare VaporumSky Watcher Esprit APOm 150, EQ8 mount ZWO
ASI 290mm2.5 powermate Autostakkert 2 3000 subs best 50%

Jupiter with Great Red Spot and moon
with shadow over planet top RHS
Sky Watcher Esprit APO 150 EQ8
mount
ZWO ASI 290 mc Teleview Powermate
4
3000 subs best 25% in Autostakkert!2
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Steve Watts ~
NGC5139_30s_G120_Bin1x1__-10C 16subs
Equipment used.
iOptron CEM25, SW 130P,
70/400 travelscope (guider),
ZWO ASI 294 Pro and ZWO 120
MC.
Software.
AstroPhotographyTool,
AstroToaster PHD2 and SkyTechX.
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Mark Boothman ~
27 May 2019
First night off in a long while—
plus it was clear skies on the Coast!
Cat Paw or Bear Paw Nebula.

Second attempt at the Lagoon and Trifid Nebula.

▲

Noeleen Lowndes ~

19
Jupiter’s Great Red Spot Rotation ~
A series of images taken over a period of
one and half hours showing the rotation
of the Great Red Spot on the surface of
Jupiter in the early hours of the 30th May
2019.
My image was taken with a Meade LX200
10inch telescope at prime focus using a
ZWO ASI120MC-S camera with a 3x
Barlow lens attached. AVI movie files of
2000 frames were captured for each
image and stacked in RegiStax6 and
processed in PS CS4.

Magnificent Jupiter ~ Jupiter’s Great Red Spot appears to be unravelling and dark coloured gases are jet streaming away from this massive cyclonic storm.
I’ve also captured a long dark blue filament or festoon breaking away from the dark North Equatorial Belt and there are lots of smaller ones running along the edge of the belt, which is
quite remarkable.
Image was taken on the 30th May 2019 with a Meade LX200 10inch telescope at prime focus using a ZWO ASI120MC-S camera with a 3x Barlow lens attached. AVI movie files of
2000 frames were captured which were stacked in RegiStax6 and processed in PS CS4

Saturn now back in our evening sky
The beautiful ringed planet Saturn is
now on show in our evening sky with
opposition on the 9th July. This is my
first image for this year while out taking
some images of Jupiter.
Image taken on the 30th May 2019 with
a Meade LX200 10inch telescope at
prime focus using a ZWO ASI120MC-S
camera with a 3x Barlow lens attached.
AVI movie files of 2000 frames were
captured which were stacked in
RegiStax6 and processed in PS CS4.
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Glenn Burgess ~ 12 June 2019
Here are a few pics from last night with better than average seeing. Europa transited Jupiter and its shadow followed very closely. Saturn processed with differing wavelet
settings in Registax.

Saturn 225441

Saturn 225738
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Chris Wheeler ~
Gorgeous red sunset taken from my garden on Macleay Island. I used my XT100 Fujifilm mirrorless DSLR with a Fujinon 27mm f2.8 pancake lens, with
camera set to Auto. Image was slightly processed using Window Photos.
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Monthly Meetings & Observing Nights held at
Oxenford Pony Club, Charlies Crossing Park, Upper Coomera
For further information contact:
PRESIDENT - Brendan Junge 0414750083
brendan@inmotionfitness.com.au
Membership Officer: Joe Zerafa 0421 866 376 joezsas@gmail.com
Website http://sas.org.au

MEETINGS:
Committee— 5:30pm
General— 7:30pm

Leyburn New
moon

Other - *Please Note: Extra observing nights & solar days will be
added during the year. Details will be provided in the EH
newsletter.

January

Saturday 19th

4th to 6th

February

Saturday 23rd

1st to 3rd

March

Saturday 23rd

8th to 10th

April

Saturday 13th

5th to 7th

May

Saturday 18th

3rd to 5th

June

Saturday 15th

31st to 2nd

July

Saturday 20th

5th to 7th

August

Saturday 17th

2nd to 4th

September

Saturday 21st AGM

27th to 29th

2 new moon weekends in Sept.

October

Saturday 12th

25th to 27th

InOMN 2019 (Moon Night) Saturday, 5th October

November

Saturday 16th

29th to 1st

December

Saturday (date to be confirmed)

27th to 29th

Easter Holidays 19th to 22nd

New moon weekend is end of May & beginning of June

Christmas Party

24
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Postal address:
Southern Astronomical Society Inc , PO BOX 867, Beenleigh Qld 4207
Meeting venue: Oxenford Pony Club, Charlies Crossing Rd, Upper Coomera

PRESIDENT - Brendan Junge
brendan@inmotionfitness.com.au
MEMBERSHIP OFFICER – Joe Zerafa Ph
0421886376 joezsas@gmail.com

Times: Committee Meeting 5: 30 pm — General Meeting 7.30pm
THE FINE PRINT - Event Horizon is sent by
blind carbon copy email so others cannot see
your email address – if you do not want Event
Horizon emailed please inform the sender.
The Society’s Web Site and Event Horizon may
contain images of or may identify members/friends
attending Society & non-Society events (Meetings,
Astro quiz, Combined Societies Meetings, Field
Nights and Leyburn Astro camps, Astrofest etc); if
you would prefer this not to happen, please advise
the Society in writing.
If members require a copy of the Society’s
Constitution, please contact the Membership Officer
by mail or at a future meeting.
Images presented in Event Horizon and on the SAS
Web Site are presented in good faith as the original
work of the person submitting them. The SAS and
its members accept no responsibility or liability
whatsoever if the person submitting them has used
another person’s property without their permission
or consent. Articles submitted by contributors are
the copyright of the contributor (unless otherwise
specified) and comprise their own technical and/or
other information and are not necessarily the
opinion of SAS or its members.
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LEYBURN - DARK SKY SITE

Next New Moon Weekend: Friday to Sunday, 5th July to 7th July.

LEYBURN is 2.5 hrs drive inland from Brisbane & Gold Coast
This is a privately owned property - our hosts are Debbi & Mark Bolton who live permanently on site. The Dark Sky site is for SAS members
only.
*By entering the site you agree you do so at your own risk.

PROTOCOL:
•

ACCESS: The property can only be accessed on new moon weekends unless otherwise pre-arranged.

•

TO BOOK IN, ring Debbi on 0428 248526 and for more information about directions and any inquires that you have about going out to the
property .

•

DAY & NIGHT ARRIVAL LOCK ALL GATES: dip lights at the gate to main observing field - you will be greeted & guided to a park

•

CHECK IN with Mark & Debbi and introduce yourself & pay your entry fees when you arrive. (This is for your safety and the owners)

•

COST : $10 contribution per adult per night or $15 for the new Moon weekend to help with the cost of maintaining the observing field.
(Please pay Debbi on arrival or place in honour tin, which will be near the toilet)

OTHER INFORMATION
•
•

ACCOMMODATION: BYO tent, caravan OR CABINS in town cost $85 per room - book on 07 46950155
WEATHER : very extreme compared to Brissy, VERY hot/cold - come prepared

•

KITCHEN VAN onsite with cooking gas, pots, pans, plates, utensils

•

POWER: BYO Batteries – bring your own power!!

•

DRINKING WATER: BYO

•

LOO : YES flushing onsite - with loo paper

•
•
•

SHOP: 5km away - well stocked general store has hot showers ($2) with great burgers, ice etc & local hotel with great value meals. Shop open 7am
- 7pm Mon - Fri, 8am - 5pm Sunday.
MOBILE PHONE: NEXT G works well (& internet) others barely
CAUTIONS: heat / cold, flies / mozzies & the occasional snake. *So please take care in and around the toilet and under caravans, cars, and wear
stout footwear! Also, winters are very cold (down to -6), so bring lots of warm clothes & bedding for an enjoyable weekend.

▲

Astronomy Gear
Astro Anarchy carries a vast range of accessories, an expanded range of tubes and
mounts and binoculars by the dozen and offers mail order if you wish. Now at Shop
240, Level 2, Myer Centre, Brisbane. Phone Mike or Pete 0412 085 224.
Dark Sky Star Parties are conducted at Wyaralong Dam west of Beaudesert once a
month and information can be found on Facebook (Astro Anarchy) or on their
website.
Sirius Optics has had a great tradition of supporting the requirements of the
astronomy community. Discounts for SAS members are available on some items.
Located at 1/26 Darnick St, Underwood QLD 4119 Ph 3423 2355
Bintel for all your astronomical gadgets. Telephone: (02) 9518 7255, Fax: (02) 9518
5711.
Email: info@bintel.com.au (use coupon code SAS30 for 10% off ) Street address:
84 Wentworth Park Road Glebe NSW 2037

Annual Astronomy/Science Festivals
Queensland Astrofest held at Lions Camp Duckadang near Linville is an annual
event held over a period of approximately 10 days, usually in late July or early
August. Check the link for details.
Starfest Siding Spring: StarFest is the weekend (October long weekend each year)
extravaganza of events hosted by Siding Spring Observatory during Festival of the
Stars and includes the popular Bok Lecture, the exciting Science in the Pub and the
full array of Open Day activities that occur on top of Siding Spring Observatory.
World Science Festival Brisbane is being held in Brisbane 6 years during March.
For those interested in other fields of science as well as astronomy, videos of some
of the past lectures are now available on line. http://www.worldsciencefestival.com/

Astrophotography

AstroToaster AstroToaster is a freeware application for obtaining semi-live views of
astronomical images using a DSLR, CCD (or any camera that can produce static
astronomical images)

Astronomical Observatories
Sir Thomas Brisbane Planetarium: located in the Brisbane Botanic Gardens, Mt
Coot-tha. It features entertaining and informative programs for children and adults.
One of the venue's highlights is the optical star projector used to recreate a stunning
realistic night sky on the 12.5 metre diameter projection dome. Sir Thomas Brisbane
Planetarium

Kingaroy Observatory opened for business on 29 June 2015 at the Kingaroy
Airport. Contact Jim Barclay on 4164 5595 or 0427 961391.
Mount Stromlo Observatory (MSO) is the headquarters of the Research School of
Astronomy and Astrophysics, located approximately 18km southwest of the centre of
Canberra, in the ACT. Since much of the site was damaged in the 2003 Canberra
bushfires, reconstruction of MSO has included the development of the Advanced
Instrumentation Technology Centre and rebuilding the heritage Commonwealth Solar
Observatory building. Tours and observing nights are available via the website.
Siding Spring Observatory located atop Mt Woorut (~1160m) 27km west of
Coonabarabran on the eastern edge of the Warrumbungle National Park is
Australia's premier optical and infrared astronomical observatory. Check the website
for tours.
Sydney Observatory Sky Maps and much more
Parkes Radio Telescope - Parkes radio telescope is an icon of Australian science,
and one part of the Australia Telescope National Facility. Follow the link for more
details:
Twinstar Quest house & Observatory at Ballendeen near Stanthorpe offers a wide
range of activities including stargazing, bush walks, national parks and wineries as
well as star gazing with the owner or on your own.
28146 New England Highway, Ballandean, Queensland 4382, Australia
Email: twin-star@bigpond.com Phone: 07 4684 1135

Free/low cost science
BrisScience - presented by the University of Queensland. The talks are held once a
month on a Monday night at the Qld State Library – The Edge, at Southbank near the
Art gallery and Qld museum. Free entry, just needs people to register. There’s
usually a supper provided as well which gives the general public an opportunity to
speak to the presenters. Also, the talks are available online from the website.
The Science Nation - Join world leading researchers, gifted comedians, and
professional science communicators as they battle wits and wittiness to uncover the
top science stories. Hosted by well-known figure of stage and science, Dr Joel
Gilmore, you’ll be guaranteed a night of entertainment, competition and comedy –
and perhaps even education! Venue: The Edge, State Library of Queensland, South
Brisbane. tickets: $10 online, $15 at the door (cash only).

Special Interest

BOSS Supernova Search : Amateur collaboration of 6 friends from Australia and
New Zealand who have worked together as a group since mid 2008 to search,
discover, record, and report new supernovae in the southern sky.
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